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Seniors in urban space

Source: World Health Organization, World Report on Ageing and Health (2015)
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Increasing safety
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Participation in the urban 
space through the help of
digital technology

Safe movement in 
public areas via 
appropriate
technological support

Smart urban objects
provide assistance for
navigation and mobility

Developing senior-friendly
neighborhoods to support a 
self-directed lifestyle for the
elderly

Improvements to
perceived safety
in the face of
individualized
age-related
barriers
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Location context

▪ Mönchengladbach, Germany

• approx. 260,000 residents

• 21.6 % people aged 65+ in 2020

• projected: 28.8 % by 2040 *

▪ Two observed areas:

• Hardterbroich (more urban)

• Rheindahlen (more rural)
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* Prognose IT NRW, 2018



Panel study

▪ Questionnaire sent to

all residents aged 65+, 

6.078 in total

▪ Return rate: 21.5%

(1.307 questionnaires)
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Selected results: use of mobility aids
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https://www.urbanlifeplus.de/2017/09/ergebnisse-der-buergerbefragung-jetzt-online/



Selected results: Factors preventing seniors from
undertaking more outside activities (partial list) 
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https://www.urbanlifeplus.de/2017/09/ergebnisse-der-buergerbefragung-jetzt-online/



Pedestrian navigation assistance: related work
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this 
work

stationary, public devices

aimed at
seniors

outdoor
navigation
assistance
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Smart urban objects
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Information radiators

▪ Smart urban objects that broadcast audiovisual

information into the public space

▪ Increase safety and awareness

▪ Various kinds of stationary devices
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SUO network and user identification
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Personal / 
connecting devices

UrbanLife+ backend

Profile service

Activity support 
service

Routing service

Safety atlas

SUO service

Smart urban objects
macro information radiator micro information radiators



Activity planning and support (1)
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macro information radiator

micro information radiators

Activity
planning

Activity
support



Activity planning and support (2)
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macro information radiator

micro information radiators

Activity
planning

Activity
support



User autonomy and privacy

▪ Design for choice, not for manipulation

▪ Minimize data collection, secure data storage

▪ Cultural norms regarding technology and privacy might

continue to shift
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Reflecting on our goals

▪ Do our ideas …

• … increase the safety of seniors in urban space?

• … increase users‘ motivation for outside activities?

▪ How do we measure a (possible) change?

▪ Main assumption:

• increased motivation for repeated use of networked SUOs for outside 

activity support --> increased motivation for outside activities
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Planned evaluations

▪ 1-on-1 usability studies on parts of the system

▪ Long-term deployments with anonymized usage

statistics

▪ Working with activity providers to gather observations

about increased senior activity over time
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COVID-19 and evaluation revamp

▪ Evaluations with seniors in public urban space can

currently not be conducted safely

▪ Throw out all evaluation plans and start from the top!
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Can simulation fill some of the gaps?

▪ Smaller-scale scenarios

▪ Replace (some or all) physical elements of the scenario

with virtual ones, simulate interactions

▪ Try to glean as many structural and behavioral insights

as possible
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Summary

▪ Provide activity support
to seniors via networked
smart urban objects

▪ Increase safety and 
motivation by
overcoming real barriers

▪ Gather findings on 
outside navigation
assistance in urban space
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